Abstract. Semantic relation extraction is a meaningful task in NLP that could provide some helpful information and semantic relation classification attracts many people to research it. This paper mainly introduces a Bi-direction LSTM (long short-term memory) deep neutral network and the parameter of embedding layer, and this network can solve the problem of over-fitting. And then according to the text of dataset, I propose a new idea to optimize the input structure and sequence padding.
Introduction
Nowadays, how to get structured and valuable data from unstructured data increasingly is becoming the main and key issue. Although, web Crawler could fetch data from website, the data is raw and unstructured data. Therefore how to get structured data we need is a critical and troublesome problem. And semantic relation extraction is a task that that the relationship between entity one and entity two needs to be extracted. For instance, the information<e1>, in this book<e2> is a summary of what is in the text. There exists component-whole relationship in this sentence. And the data set we use is SEM-EVAL task 8 [1] and it is divided into 19 categories.eg: Cause-effect, Instrument-Agency, Product-Producer, Content-Container, EntityOrigin, Entity-Destination, Component-Whole, Member-Collection, Message-Topic and Other. Moreover, this research would provide researchers with useful information about the completion of semantic or relationship knowledge base and questioning system.
In the past, different deep leaning of neural network has been worked on this data set, and has gained good results. Currently, a new deep neural network technology works for this semantic relationship extraction. The bi-directional LSTM network is used to enhance the accuracy of this data set, and another novel point is input layer processing, including max-length processing and sequence padding. Hence, this network and idea could increase the currency of relation extraction and make a reference value to other NLP tasks and researches.
Related Work

Word Embedding
The embedding is put forward by Bengio [2] (Neural network language model) in 2012. The effect of this model is to represent word in vector and, moreover, similar words have similar cos value that ensure that this model could work in theory. How this embedding works? Commonly, we first build a set of features for every word in the context, and then put this features into distributed representations. And up to now, there exist two novel improved model; CBOW and skip-gram [3] model; CBOW is a n-grammar model, and it randomly select n words into model and judge whether the sentence composed by n words is correct or not. The other model is skip-gram model. It would skip some words in sentence when model selects n words. It is similar to CBOW [4] model but seems to have better performance on most train set.
Bi-directional LSTM
LSTM(long short-term memory) [5] is to solve the problem of vanishing gradient for RNNs. An LSTM network is the same as a standard RNN, except that the summation units in the hidden layer are replaced by memory blocks, as illustrate in Figure 1 . The following is one cell structure. Input Gates
Output Gates
Two directional LSTM [6] is an improved model to traditional LSTM. A potential problem of the one-directional RNN is that the information of forward sequence is used but reverse sequence is not fully utilized when predicting the semantic meaning in the sentence. We put a sequence of word into RNN according to the time step from t = 0 to t = n (n = the length of sequence), and simultaneously, reverse from t = n to t = 0 and merge two layers. This is BLSTM model.
Research Method of Other People
Zeng [7] et al published an article, referenced a lot by other researcher. The main implementation process is as follows: First, turn words into vectors by word embedding. Second, the lexical features are extracted by the given noun, at the same time, they introduce features of relative position into words. And then they make use of CNN to merge different features into one feature and train one model. And they reach 82.7 F1 value in their work.
At the meeting of ACL 2015, dos Santo [8] et al introduce a CR-CNN model on Zeng's foundation. The creative point is on the result classification of 'Other' label, including a new loss function to help the model to have a good performance.
Introduction of Semantic Relationship Classification
Preprocess Data and Feature Extract
In order to classify semantic relationship from content, we need to do some preprocessing to text and use word2vec in every sentences to save the model into Numpy Array (Python data structure in order to keep data).
There are some sentence level features in this model, and then we also need to collect position features. Sentence level features main include sentence content and part of speech in the sentence. For example, the information<e1>, in this book<e2> is a summary of what is in the text. In this sentence, we could label <information> and <book> this two entities with 1 tag, and label other words with 0 tag. This kind of relative position feature is our needed and we call this LF (Label Feature).
And we need find NER(named entity),we use named entity with 1 tag and other words with 0 tag. We call it EF (Entity Feature).
Train Model
There are some parameters in my model needed to be trained, similar to other bidirectional LSTM. It would be trained as follows. Every neural network needs loss function to convergence and then the parameters go back propagation to adjust parameters, and here we choose maximum-likelihood loss function or cross-entropy cost function. We finally use cross-entropy [9] cost function to judge and adjust the model. In this loss function, this gradient updates faster.
Cut Down and Sequence Padding
There are a small number of sentences [10] with long length data train set, and this sentence would effect RNN network, so we process those sentences more than those sentence with standard length (this length is adjusted by yourself). We delete article, Screenshots. The whole network of neural network.
Data and Result
Experiment are conducted on the SemEval-2010 task 8 dataset. It includes 8000 train data set, and 2717 test data set. The parameters is as follows. 
Conclusions
In my paper, I propose a bidirectional LSTM method, deleting "nonsense" word method, article, preposition, conjunction, interjection. At the same time, we use sequence padding to adjust the sentence length to get better performance. And at this experiment, deleting 'nonsense' word method and bi-directional LSTM has good effect on semantic relationship classification. In the future, we would adjust the neural network and loss function to get great effect, and we also would research multiple relationships between three entities.
